Friday, May 18th

8:00-8:30    Breakfast – Reid 301
8:30-9:00    Welcome – Dr. Henrietta Mann (Invited), Dr. Wayne Stein  Reid 301
9:00-10:30   Implementing Indian Education for All: What’s Happening in the Schools – Robin Arnold, Gary Kidd, Shane Doyle, Luke Mulvaugh, Robyn Baker  Reid 301
10:30-10:40  Break
10:40 – 12:30 Integrating Indian Education for All into Teacher Education Programs  Reid 401
            Sharing Program Design/Compilation of Recommendations around the following questions
            • What do teacher educators need to know/do to implement Indian Education for All?
            • What curricular resources/materials and professional development activities would assist you in strengthening your department’s response to Indian Education for All?
            • What do you find are the most challenging aspects of implementing Indian Education for All legislation?
12:30-1:15   Lunch – Reid 124
1:15-2:30    Disbursement/ Reviewing Materials
            OPI Resources – Mike; Cradleboard Resources – Jioanna  Reid 301
2:30 -3:00   Adjourning/Wrap Up/ Plan for Next Gathering
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